“Deep, inspiring, provocative. This book makes you believe in the American Dream again.”
– Tahl Raz, Author of #1 New York Times Best-Seller Never Eat Alone

“In her new book, Kim Ann Curtin delivers
brilliant answers to the capitalist bashers
and wolves of Wall Street alike.”
— Oswald Grubel, Former Group CEO UBS AG

KIM ANN CURTIN challenges the established narrative of
self-interest and greed that has informed so much of the coverage
around Wall Street, and sets out an optimistic and positive vision
for the future of America’s financial heart.

Transforming Wall Street, A Conscious Path for A New Future
combines fresh insight, intelligence, and experience from fifty
leading Wall Street luminaries, a panel of academic experts, and a
wide-ranging group of Teachers of Consciousness. Offering eyeopening and soul-inspiring insight into the way that Conscious
Capitalism is transforming not only Wall Street, it will no-doubt
influence the financial industry world wide.

KIM ANN CURTIN is an author, professional
keynote speaker, Executive Coach, and Founder
of The Wall Street Coach. Kim is a trusted
advisor and consultant to executives, teams,
conferences, and Fortune 500 companies.
Since the financial market crashed in 2008, she
has been working to build a more optimistic
and sustainable vision for the finance industry.

“In Transforming Wall Street, Kim Ann Curtin strips away layers of justifications and
misconceptions to provide us with the true essence of capitalism and how it can be
consciously used to maximize human potential.”
— Amy Domini, Founder of Domini Social Investments
Author of Socially Responsible Investing
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